
THE JEWISH WEEK HAS IT WRONG, AGAIN.
OHEL Responds to Jewish Week Article by Hella Winston

Dear Jewish Week readers, 
While OHEL is reluctant for anyone to pay for this space, we feel compelled, as we know The Jewish Week would never otherwise allow 

OHEL the opportunity to articulate our response.  Of the 2,957 words in The Jewish Week article, OHEL was given 46.

A HEINOUS CRIME AND A HISTORY OF
PROACTIVE PREVENTION

Child sexual abuse is a heinous crime.
While unashamedly denied or ignored by many
in the community for too long, OHEL has for
decades tirelessly treated victims and raised com-
munity-wide awareness - long before child sex-
ual abuse became media headlines. OHEL
initiated scores of prevention workshops, pro-
vided local and national consultations with
schools and communities, distributed a multitude
of videos, books and other supporting materials,
while providing on-going treatment and support
to victims and their families.

The media has a very important role to play
in boldly tackling issues such as child sexual
abuse and all other social ills. However, The Jew-
ish Week’s inflammatory coverage of OHEL,
most recently in the article “Abuse Case Tests
OHEL’s Adherence To Reporting Laws” once
again demonstrates a complete disregard for facts
driven by a very misguided agenda,  and, at
worst, a reckless disregard for a patients right to
privacy.

FUNDAMENTAL MISREPRESENTATIONS
IN JEWISH WEEK ARTICLE

1) Credibility Of Source Problematic
The only identified source of the Jewish

Week story is Asher Lipner. Lipner is a disgrun-
tled former employee who continues to seek to
discredit and retaliate against the very agency
where he received his training in sexual abuse
treatment.
2) OHEL Readily Reports When Required

OHEL studiously complies with New York
State mandated reporting laws and regularly re-
ports cases of abuse and neglect to the NYS
Statewide Central Registry Of Child Abuse &
Maltreatment, The New York City Police De-
partment and various governmental oversight
agencies including the NYC Administration For
Children Services, New York State Office of
Mental Health and the New York State Office
For People With Developmental Disabilities.

The New York State Mandated Reporting
Law requires mandated reporters to report sus-
pected cases of child abuse and neglect. If a clin-
ical professional at an Agency has reason to
suspect that a child is abused or neglected and
that suspicion meets the threshold for reporting,
that professional is legally mandated to make
such a report.  

He or she may not abrogate their responsi-
bility regarding the necessity of a report to his or
her employer. Reports may be made anony-
mously obviating any possible fear of retribution.
A mandated reporter can simply not say they
were prevented from discharging their profes-
sional responsibilities.

OHEL encourages the ethical and legal re-
porting of child abuse and neglect along with all
professional clinical and administrative practices. 

In cases of alleged abuse that may have
taken place years earlier, and memories may not
be clear, or one of the parties involved may have
emotional problems, there may be circumstances
in which the therapist determines, based on his
or her professional judgment, that it is necessary
to continue seeking information.

In instances in which the therapist has a rea-
sonable cause to suspect that a child is being
abused or neglected, consistent with the law, our
staff report such to the appropriate governmental
authorities. 

If Asher Lipner, the only identified source
of the article, felt at any time that a case was
legally required to be reported, he had his own
affirmative obligation to do so. Anything less
may indicate a breach of his own legal and pro-
fessional obligations.

That a therapist would publically speak
about his patient even without naming them is a
profound violation of professional ethics. More-
over, a patient who has been traumatized and
who is described in this article as being treated
for a psychiatric illness and history of abuse, and
who may recognize themselves as the person
being discussed herein, may in fact, suffer greater
trauma. 

All this for what? For the want of writing
that OHEL did everything “technically legal”
as written in the article?
3) OHEL Does Not Operate In A Vacuum

OHEL operates with a great deal of daily
oversight. OHEL programs are regularly audited
by various city, state, and federal agencies such
as the NYS Office For People With Develop-
mental Disabilities,  NYC Administration For
Children Services, and the NYS Office of Men-
tal Health. OHEL has been consistently highly
ranked by NYS regulatory authorities over its 40
year history.
4) Unfounded Accusations 

The Jewish Week article itself, full of un-
founded accusations, acknowledges that OHEL’s
actions were  “technically legal.” Yet, with no
basis in fact, the article continues with thousands
of words insinuating OHEL still acted wrongly.

OHEL has handled thousands of abuse and
neglect cases since its founding. Asher Lipner
was himself an employee of OHEL for many
years, and treated countless victims of abuse. Yet,
the author of the article herself states that this is
the only case that has come to The Jewish
Week’s attention where OHEL has “apparently”
violated the mandatory reporting law. 

It is most telling that while for over 40 years
we have provided a range of pioneering and
news-worthy services in foster care, and for peo-
ple with developmental disabilities and mental
illness, The Jewish Week has consistently re-

frained from writing positively about OHEL. 
In fact, The Jewish Week has been invited nu-
merous times to meet with clients and their fam-
ilies and report on their progress as a means of
educating the community on mental health and
reducing stigma. Instead, The Jewish Week re-
mains obsessed with fabricating any negative
news story that fuels an agenda it only knows.

This is clearly demonstrated by the above
article detailing the same unfounded accusations,
and the same comments by many of the same in-
dividuals - time and time again over the years.
5) OHEL Is Not An “Ultra-Orthodox” Agency

The Jewish Week deliberately pains to por-
tray OHEL as an “Ultra-Orthodox” Brooklyn
agency. A simple visit by any Jewish Week re-
porter to any OHEL Regional Family Center, of-
fice or residence in the Five Towns, Monsey,
Teaneck, Far Rockaway, Kew Garden Hills,
Lower East Side and in Brooklyn would imme-
diately debunk this. Our clients and staff reflect
the entire gamut of the community. 

The Jewish Week has many pictures on file
of our office in Borough Park. However, and not
surprisingly, the Jewish Week photographer de-
liberately staged a picture for over 30 minutes
outside OHEL, to capture an “Ultra-Orthodox”
looking individual who just happened to be
walking past the OHEL office. We do proudly
serve “Ultra-Orthodox” Jews, and all Jews as
well as the general community.
6) OHEL’s Silence Is No Admission Of
Wrong-Doing

The Jewish Week consistently presents
OHEL’s silence as an admission of guilt or cover-
up.

The Jewish Week reporter well knows that
OHEL is legally bound to patient and personnel
confidentiality.

Like all private practitioners, and other so-
cial service agencies, OHEL is prohibited from
commenting on whether the individual in the ar-
ticle received services and OHEL would cer-
tainly never reveal a case history of an individual. 

While OHEL would welcome the opportu-
nity to address gross assumptions of wrongdo-
ing, we may not ethically or legally comment
publically on any clients with whom we may or
may not be working with. To do otherwise would
be breaking the law, and make it very di           ffi-
cult for persons who need help to ask for help
from therapists, and difficult for therapists to do
competent work. 

OHEL’s silence is not an admission of
wrongdoing but rather a demonstration of our
dedication to the individuals we serve.  Alterna-
tively, we are affronted by the Jewish Week’s
reckless endangerment of a person’s well being
to only make baseless accusations.

A SLANDEROUS ATTACK ON OHEL
PROFESSIONALS

The OHEL Board of Directors takes great
offense to The Jewish Week’s slanderous and un-
mitigated attack on OHEL professionals.

David Mandel, CEO, has been an outspo-
ken advocate on the issue of sexual abuse. His
recent co-edited book with Dr. David Pelcovitz,
a world reknowned trauma specialist in the treat-
ment of sexual abuse, strongly advocates that all
mandated reporting laws be complied with.
Moreover, several chapters in the book are ded-
icated to a discourse on civil and religious obli-
gations of disclosure.

Adam Lancer, Esq. is a former trial attor-
ney for the NYC Administration For Children
Services. He has litigated hundreds of cases
against parents who were accused of abusing or
neglecting their children – including child sex-
ual abuse. He is responsible for overseeing
OHEL’s regulatory requirements, which consis-
tently receive excellent ratings.

Hillel Sternstein, LCSW, has been treating
victims of child sexual abuse for 25 years. Mr.
Sternstein is a recognized leader in many com-
munities throughout the country, providing con-
sultation, treatment and support to victims of
sexual abuse and their families.

MISPLACED BLAME 
IS AN AFFRONT TO ALL

Sexual abuse is a revolting act. It is not un-
common that some seek to place blame beyond
the perpetrators themselves. It is factually without
any basis, irrational without any sense and deeply
ironic that some at The Jewish Week continue to
propagate a preposterous belief that OHEL, a so-
cial service agency, represents an institutional
conspiracy that enables or supports  abuse.

This is an affront to every OHEL em-
ployee, every client and the community at large.

OHEL IS ALWAYS HERE FOR YOU

OHEL’s decades of experience in mental
health compels us to take on the most difficult
challenges.

We are a pioneer in many complex com-
munal, child safety and mental health issues fac-
ing the multi-layered nuances of our vast and
growing community.

OHEL, since 1969 has been, and will al-
ways continue to be there for you, making the
tough choices that adhere to all regulatory re-
quirements and the law, all in balance with the
needs of individuals, families, and communities. 

OHEL’s passion and deep commitment to
this calling, will continue, as will our unparal-
leled professionalism. 
This Article Was Paid For By A Generous
OHEL Benefactor.


